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Disclaimer 
 

All information in this document is for general informational 

purposes only. The author has used his best efforts in gathering and 

preparing this document. All reasonable measures have been taken 

to ensure the quality, reliability, and accuracy of the information of 

this document. Furthermore the author takes no responsibly for any 

errors, Omissions or inaccuracies within this document. The author 

disclaims any implied or expressed warranties of fitness for any 

particular purpose. 

 

The author shall not be held liable for any damages or loses 

whatsoever. The author assumes no responsibly or liability for any 

consequences resulting directly or indirectly from any form of action 

or lack of action you take based on the information provided in this 

document. Please use this publication at your own risk. 

The author makes no guarantees, Warranties or assurances of saving 

or earning whatsoever. Your results may vary depending on your 

personal circumstances, Devotion of time and your use of the 

techniques or methods within this document. 

Any reproduction or translation of this product is illegal. You are not 

permitted to sell trade or give away this document it is for your 

personal use only.  Each document has an invisible watermark which 

we tell the author the original customer of the document. 

By using this document you agree that you have read the disclaimer 

and agree with all the terms within. 
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Introduction 

 

One Amazing aspect of Eve Online that attracts so many different 

types of players is the fact that you can play the game for years 

without ever having to PvP if you do not want to. I on the other hand 

love to PvP in Eve Online it’s the reason why I play! After having 

many successful fleet battles and being able to beat just about 

anyone I decided to publish my knowledge in the form of an Eve PvP 

guide. In this guide I have took all types of players into consideration 

it does not matter how much you wish to PvP or even if you want to 

be the best! I am confident that this guide will allow you to be the 

best you can possible be. 

There are players that have played Eve for years and still struggle at 

PvP and lose to players that have only played half the time of them, 

This is because actual player skill and knowledge makes a large 

difference in Eve Online and can decide or is the winner and who is 

the loser, Of course having great ships and equipment helps but 

there is no substitute for great successful tactics.  

Using Eve PvP Elite you will be able to get the right skills and learn 

the right knowledge to protect yourself 100 times better but also you 

will be able to start having a boat load more fun PvPing in Eve 

Online.  
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Why PvP? 
 

There are many reasons why every Eve Online should learn or want 

to learn PvP. In this section we are going to take a quick look at some 

of these reasons and what you are going to need to know about the 

game to be able to dominate in PvP. 

My Reason 

My reason to PvP in Eve is because it is a lot of fun when you learn 

how to beat most players just from using certain tactics and skills, 

After my long career of PvPing in Eve Online I have become almost a 

PvP Addict due to how intense and fun the PvP is even If I know I am 

going to win! 

I have played many online games and Eve’s PvP system is so unique 

and very few games can get your adrenaline going like Eve Online. 

Self Defence 

I know a lot of players in Eve Online do not play the game to PvP and 

would rather not be ganked all the time. I have added some great 

tips for these players that they can use to help protect themselves 

against attackers regardless of the situation. PvP is a large slice of the 

Eve Online pie and once you have mastered it you will be perfectly 

save from any attacks. 
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Corporation Wars 

When you corporation goes to war you may be asked to help out and 

places that use to be safe for you to use will no longer be safe. Eve 

PvP Elite will not only help you help you corporation in a more 

effective way but will also allow you to carry on your normal routine 

without the fear of getting taking out by the opposition corporation. 

Taking part in these types of corporation battles is also a lot of fun 

and opens your eyes to fleet battles in Eve Online. 

Pirating  

This is for the real PvP maniacs. If you get thrills from blowing other 

players up and want to make your career as a pirate then you will 

need to be a master of every aspect of PvP in Eve Online. There are 

many people who fail at being pirates since they have not took the 

time to learn or figure out the tactics that work! After reading this 

guide you will become a master pirate. Being a pirate in Eve online is 

one of the hardest careers and is not for the light hearted make sure 

you are well prepared with all the skills and tactics in this guide. 

Bounty Hunting 

A career in bounty hunting is not only dangerous but is also a lot of 

fun and can be very profitable, once again you need to be the bee’s 

knee’s at PvP to be a successful bounty hunter! Taking the time to 

master the art of Eve PvP is a must since when you are either bounty 

hunting or pirating the tide of the battle can turn very quickly and 

you need to know how to react if you are going to survive. 
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Knowledge Is Everything 
 

Having all the best equipment and ships is a great start and will 

generally help anyone in PvP but to truly dominate you will need to 

have mastered and know everything there is to know about the 

following aspects of Eve Online. 

Character Creation 

Learning aspects of PvP character creation will allow you to build 

characters fine tuned for PvP or help you turn you current character 

into a beast for PvP. 

Ships 

Learning and knowing what ships are best for your character build 

and class with help you choose the right ships for the right battles 

and you will find that you will have a lot more success. 

Skill Development  

A great knowledge of the right skills and what times to learn them is 

vital to being a PvP king in Eve online and this guide will help you 

learn this! 

Successful Tactics 

Knowing tactics that work will help you become very successful at 

PvP regardless of the situation and knowing these tactics will help 

you counter just about anything that your attackers can throw at you 

tactics are around 50% of the Eve PvP game and knowing how to use 

and abuse them is one way of dominating. 
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Weapons of War  

It goes without saying that weapons also play a part in PvP and 

knowing which ones to use and when to use them will give you a 

huge advantage over your competition. 

PvP Equipment 

There are many aspects to PvP in Eve online including electronic 

warfare and propulsion for example. Knowing what equipment you 

will need and when you will need to use it will also help you become 

a master Eve PvPer.  

When reading though Eve PvP Elite you will start to learn and get a 

better understanding of all this knowledge and will be ready to make 

your mark in game as one of the best fighter pilots in the game. I 

plan to teach you as much as possible including some very basic 

tactics are work incredibly well and some of the most advanced 

knowledge which once you learn and use in game you will find the 

PvP in Eve not only a lot more fun but a lot easier. 
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PvP Character Creation 

Attributes 
 

Character attributes in Eve online are very important and will affect 

how quickly and how well you character can learn the skills required 

for PvP they are many different combinations depending on what 

you plan to specialise in. Getting the mix of attributes right can be 

difficult but ultimately decides how fast your character is going to 

learn the skills to PvP effectively. 

Let’s take a quick look at the 5 attributes and what skills they govern 

depending on what skills you are planning to train you may need to 

pump more attribute points into a certain one. 

Intelligence   

“Describes the capacity for creative and logic-based thinking and 

reasoning.” 

This attribute helps in scientific pursuits and other activities that 

require good deductive skills.” 

Primary Skills: 

Electronic skills | Engineering skills | Navigating skills | Science skills 

|Mechanical skills.  

Secondary Skills: 

Industry Skills | Learning Skills | Social Skills 
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Charisma 

“A character's attractiveness to others. A high charisma attributes 

helps in all dealings with agents and corporations.” 

Primary Skills: 

Social Skills | Trade Skills 

Secondary Skills: 

Corporation Management Skills 

If you plan to just PvP then charisma will be the only attribute you 

will not need a lot of, unless you plan to start your own corporation 

and be a commander in battle. 

Perception 

“A character's situational awareness and ability to adapt and react 

quickly to rapidly changing situations. Good perception helps on the 

battlefield and in situations where good reflexes are critical.” 

Primary Skills: 

Ship Command Skills | Gunnery Skills | Missile Launcher Operation 

Skills 

Secondary Skills: 

Drone Skills | Navigation Skills 

 

 

Memory 
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“The ability to store and retrieve data quickly and efficiently thus 

making complex and repetitive activities, such as manufacturing and 

production, easier to perform.” 

Primary Skills: 

Drone Skills | Industry Skills | Learning Skills 

Secondary Skills: 

Science Skills | Electronic Skills | Mechanical Skills | Engineering Skills 

 

Willpower 

“The drive and determination useful for commanders, greatly 

enhancing their leadership abilities.” 

Willpower is not the primary attribute for any skills in Eve online. You 

may already know that it is the required for many advanced ships in 

Eve online  

Secondary Skill: 

Spaceship Command | Missile Launcher Ops | Leadership Skills | 

Gunnery Skills 

 

 

 

 

For General PvP you should look to balance out your attributes 

between Perception, Memory and Willpower and if you plan to 
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specialise for a certain type of PvP then you will need to pump more 

points into the attribute that governs the skills you will need. 

You can use The Eve Character Creation Tool to help you plan ahead 

and experiment with different attributes to see what you are going 

to need to help you specialise more effectively and also faster. 

You will find that without the right mix of attributes training the skills 

you need for PvP can take many months, Always try to plan ahead 

when you are training and fine tuning a character for PvP this way 

you will save yourself a lot of time by finding the most effective way 

to train. 

To help you plan ahead I highly recommend you download EVEMon. 

EVEMon is a great application that allows you to keep track of all 

your characters and even has a very useful part that allows you to set 

a training plan for certain skills or ships that you wish to use. It will 

also tell you when you have completed training a certain skill or 

stage of your plan. 

Skills 
 

Now we have had a look at attributes we need to look at skills, you 

should always have a goal that you want to reach with your 

character so you will know which skills you are going to need. 

For a complete list of the skills and what they do you should check 

out the Eve wikia skill page not only can you look at what each skill is 

for but you can also find out what items you can use by training that 

particular skill.  

Some people may have not bothered with learning skills but I 

recommend you do take the time to train these skills first depending 

http://wium.dk/nw/evetool/
http://evemon.battleclinic.com/
http://eve.wikia.com/wiki/Skills_List
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on whoever you wish to get started with PvP right away or make 

your character super strong later on. I prefer later on 

Learning these skills first will take months off your learning times and 

will make your character very strong in end game play this is because 

not only will learning skills lower your training times but they 

increase your 5 main attributes. 

Let’s take a look at learning skills now  

Basic Learning Skills: 

 Learning - Gives 0.2 to all attributes for each level trained 

 Instant Recall – Gives +1 to memory for each level trained 

 Iron Will – Gives +1 to willpower for each level trained 

 Empathy – Gives +1 to charisma for each level trained 

 Spatial Awareness – Gives +1 to perception for each level 

trained 

 Analytical Mind – Gives +1 to intelligence for each level trained. 

 

Advanced Leaning Skills: 

 Logic – Gives +1 to intelligence for each level trained 

 Focus – Gives +1 to willpower for each level trained 

 Presence – Gives +1 to perception for each level trained 

 Clarity – Gives +1 to perception for each level trained 

 Eiditic Memory – Gives +1 to memory for each level trained 

Remember when you train your learning skills first learning the 

memory and intelligence skills first with make the training times for 

the others much faster. 

Eve Online Skills 
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Drones  

 Many players in Eve Online use drones for PvP since by unleashing a 

large fleet of drones onto an enemy can quickly win a battle for them 

and even using drones as a backup plan they are still ways to make 

them very useful for PvP.  

If you want to make use of some drones for your character in PvP 

then you will need to consider of all the drone skills apart from the 

two which are related to mining. 

Begin with the basic drone skills and consider which ship you plan to 

end up flying since heavy drone skills aren’t going to help you if you 

only fly frigates class ships after you are done with the basics then 

move on and get your races drone skills. 

Corporation Management  

 Although the majority of skills that fall under corp. management are 

not directly for PvP you may find that you will need two of them of 

them at a later date, these two skills are related to PvPing in groups 

or defending your corps property. 

The two skills for the general PvPer are anchoring and star base 

defence management this will allow you to deploy warp disruptors 

and other items also allow you to use the star bases defence 

systems. 

If you plan to start or own corp. or work as a CFO in a corporation 

then you will need the rest of the skills in this skill set. 

Gunnery   

It goes without saying that you will need skills from this set for PvP 

not only will you want to train all the basic skills but also you will 

need the more specialised skills. When considering your specialise 
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skills you should keep in mind two things one being the weapons you 

have chosen to use and one being the ships you are playing to fly. 

For example if you are going to mainly be flying cruisers and you plan 

to use projectile turrets then you are going to need to train medium  

artillery specialization all the way to level 5. 

Remember to take time to read the full list of gunnery skills are Eve 

wikia to see which of the advanced skills you need to train to help 

you specialise. 

Electronics   

Electronics are once again important for PvP and everyone is going to 

need to train the basic skills. Electronic skills are required for every 

type of PvP and you are going to want to aim for the electronic skills 

required to use which ever items you are planning to be able to use. 

Skills like electronics and electronic upgrades are must haves and 

with high tech equipment you must have a CPU at the end of the day 

you will need these skills no matter what you plan to do or use. 

Some of the other skills in electronics for example linking or cloaking 

may not be needed by you depending on what you are trying to do. 

A safe bet when deciding what skills to train in the electronic skill set 

is to decide on what items you are going to want to use, You can do 

this by using EVEMon. 

Engineering   

Engineering skills should be on your list of important skills to learn 

since they directly affect how well you can outfit your ship. Make 

sure you train all the basic engineering skills including energy grid, 

energy management, energy system operations and engineering.  

http://eve.wikia.com/wiki/Skills_List
http://eve.wikia.com/wiki/Skills_List
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You may find depending on what type of PvP you are planning to 

specialise in that you will need some of the other skills in engineering 

later on and hopefully by the end of this guide you will be able to 

identify them. 

You may already know that some of the engineering skills are specific 

to capital ships and if you plan to fly one of these huge ships then 

you will need to train these skills. 

Navigation  

 Everyone will need Navigation skills and depending on what ships 

you are planning to fly will depend on how far you take these skills it 

can also vary between different paths of PvP character creation. 

You will need the following skills from the navigation skill set 

acceleration control, evasive manoeuvring, warp drive operation, 

navigation and fuel conservation. 

Leadership 

 You will find that all of the skills in the leadership skill set are for PvP 

apart from two which are for mining operations, All of this skills with 

help you as a leader in group PvP they will affect group offense and 

defence and also group size.  

I find these skills are less important when starting out but you will 

defiantly find use for them later on. 

Mechanic 

Once again mechanic contains some very important skills for PvP 

skills like mechanics, hull upgrades and repair systems will be 

required by everyone that plans to be good in PvP. You will find that 

they are more skills in mechanic which will come in to play later on in 

your training plan, Also if once again you will find that capital ship 
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repair systems are located in the mechanics skill set and will be 

required for those of you that wish to train to use some of the 

largest ships in Eve. 

A lot of skills in mechanics are all about ship rigging and defence 

systems which we will cover later on in the guide. 

Science 

None of the science skills directly related to PvP but you will find that 

all of the implant skills are in this section and if you do plan to use 

implants then you will need to train the correct skills. 

Implants can be used to increase your attributes or increase your 

effectiveness in certain areas such as gunnery interfaces for example 

you should know that anything of implant is expensive and using 

them in PvP is not always the best idea although times when you are 

training or trying to avoid a battle with another player you will find 

they are very useful. 

Missiles 

Missiles skills like gunnery skills are very important for PvP as you will 

find that most ships in Eve contain both launcher and turret slots, so 

once again you will need all of the basic skills these include missile 

launcher operations, rapid launch, missile bombardment, weapons 

upgrades and target navigation prediction. 

Once you have learned the basic missile skills you need to choose the 

main ship you plan to use and train for the main missiles used by that 

particular ship. 

Spaceship Command 

Spaceship command is required by everyone regardless of how they 

play Eve or how they plan to play Eve. For PvP you need to choose 
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the ships you plan to fly and then train the spaceship command skills 

you need to fly them. 

You should plan to take spaceship command to level 5 then begin 

working towards whatever ship you are planning to fly. 

Most of the best fighter pilots in Eve Online only fly one or two ships 

which I would suggest you plan to do, this way you can get the right 

skills for each ship class as high as possible with ever having to train 

lower skills for other ships. 

If you successfully plan ahead within weeks your character or new 

character will be able to jump right into battles. Always make sure 

you stay one step ahead with your training plan to avoid making any 

mistakes which can potentially cost you a lot of time out training. 

 

Create a Plan 
 

Creating a plan is the best way to train your character for PvP not 

only will it save you time but you will also find that your training will 

be more effective and will make your character stronger for PvP in 

the end. 

Basically you need to look at where you are now and where you 

want to be for example if you are currently flying a frigate and you 

want to be flying a tech II battle cruiser then you need to plan the 

steps that are required for you to reach that stage. 

The great thing about planning is you can still be effective in PvP 

whilst you are training. To plan the steps going from a frigate to a 

tech II battle cruiser you need to look at the skills required to fly the 

ship but also the skills required to use the equipment on that ship 
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this way when you can fly the ship hopefully you will also have the 

skills to be able to use the ship to its full potential for PvP. 

I would recommend you either use EVEMon or just write down your 

ideas for a plan in notepad. Hopefully are reading our attributes and 

skills sections you will be able to begin making a plan for your 

character also do not forget to use the Eve wikia skills page to make 

sure you get the correct skills that you are going to need to use. 

Remember to specialise early if you can, One way to be effective in 

PvP is to specialise in an area that is related to PvP and max out the 

skills in that area. With the right plan you will find that you can be 

jumping into PvP battles within your first few weeks. 

 

Example PvP Characters 
 

Hopefully by now you should have a clear understanding of skills and 

attributes and should be formulating a plan for your own PvP 

character. 

What we have below is some example characters for each race which 

are great setups to start out with for PvP you can take one of these 

character setups and specialise it to whatever you want to do 

knowing that the character has good foundations for all types of PvP 

from general to specialise. 

The best route with attributes is normally to mix them up between 

memory, perception and willpower but you may want to add more 

into one certain attribute so you can learn certain skills faster 

depending on how you are planning to specialise. For general PvP 

having an even balance is just fine. 

http://evemon.battleclinic.com/
http://eve.wikia.com/wiki/Skills_List
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Caldari 

Purpose Bloodline Ancestry School Department Field Specialty 
General Civire Mercs War 

Academy 
Operations Recon Scout 

Drones 

Ship Skills Deteis Tube Child War 
Academy 

Operations Pilot Advanced 
Piloting 

Weapons Civire Mercs War 
Academy 

Gunnery Advanced 
Gunnery 

Master 
Gunnery 

 

 

 

Minmatar 

Purpose Bloodline Ancestry School Department Field Specialty 
General Sebestior Rebels Military 

School 
Operations Recon Electronic 

Warfare 

Ship Skills Sebestior Rebels Military 
School 

Operations Piloting Advanced 
Piloting 

Weapons Sebestior Rebels Military 
School 

Gunnery Improved 
Projectile 
Weapons 

Advanced 
Projectile 
Weapons 

 

Amarr 

Purpose Bloodline Ancestry School Department Field Specialty 
General Ammar Religious 

Reclaimers 
Imperial 
Academy 

Operations Recon Advanced 
Recon 

Ship Skills Khanid Zealots Imperial 
Academy 

Operations Piloting Advanced 
Piloting 

Weapons Khanid Zealots Imperial 
Academy 

Gunnery Improved 
Laser 

Weapons 

Advanced 
Laser 

Weapons 
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Gallente 

Purpose Bloodline Ancestry School Department Field Specialty 
General Jin-Mei Saan Go 

Caste 
Federal 

Navy 
Academy 

   

Ship Skills Intaki Reborn Federal 
Navy 

Academy 

Operations Piloting Advanced 
Piloting 

Weapons Intaki Reborn Federal 
Navy 

Academy 

Gunnery Improved 
Hybrid 

Weapons 

Master 
Hybrid 

Weapons 

 

 

 

The truth is there are many very good starting setups for all of the 

races in Eve Online the possibilities really are endless and if you are 

planning on creating a new character solely for PvPing in Eve then I 

would recommend you spend time with the character creation tool 

and see what you can come up with or you can just use one of our 

examples above.  

By using the character creation tool you will be able to see what 

paths with affect your skills and attributes this will allow you to find 

out exactly what you should start with to specialise the way you 

want later on in the game.  

Now you have a character created for exactly what you want to do 

you are going to want to be deciding on what ship you are wanting to 

be able to fly first, Making these kind of decisions earlier is always 

better since you can plan ahead. 

A great way to make this stage easier for yourself is to use EVEMon 

to select the ship you plan to use, by doing this you will find out what 

skills you are going to need to train and how long it should take you 

http://wium.dk/nw/evetool/
http://wium.dk/nw/evetool/
http://evemon.battleclinic.com/
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to learn these skills which shouldn’t be very long if you have took the 

time to learn some learning skills. 

With this in mind let’s move on and take a look at the main classes of 

ships in Eve Online and what each ship class is useful for in PvP. 

Ship Classes 
 

We are now going to talk about all the different ships in Eve Online 

and what they are useful for in PvP. Hopefully if you are new to Eve 

this section will help you better decide what you want to do as far as 

PvP goes in Eve.  

The truth is there are many very good ship setups for PvP some that 

are still yet to be discovered and with a bit of testing you could most 

likely find a lot of very good setups. As I mentioned before when 

starting out in Eve or making a new character for PvP it is best for 

you to stick to your guns and just start with one class of ship, From 

there you need to train all the skills and get your hands on all the 

equipment required to fly that ship at 100% of its potential. 

A lot of new Eve players seem to think it takes ages to get into the 

position to be useful in PvP, In my opinion this is not true eve with a 

low skill point character everyone can play a role in Eve. Knowing this 

we will start with some of the more basic ships in Eve and later talk 

about the tech II ships which you should be planning to eventually be 

using. You would be surprised how many advanced pilots still fly tech 

I frigates and cruisers this is because they are cheap and can be quite 

effective if you set them up correctly. 
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22 Frigates 

Frigates 
 

 

Amarr Punisher 

One great thing about T1 frigates is that they are very cheap to buy 

and cheap to completely fit ready for combat and not only are they 

cheap they also can be very effective fighters. You can fully fit a 

frigate for PvP for about 500.000ISK which is not that much to lose 

compared to 500million ISK for a fully equipped faction fitted 

battleship for example. 

There is not better ship to learn with and if you are new to Eve then I 

recommend you consider starting out with frigates. You would be 

surprised out easy it is for a small frigate to solo a much larger ship 

providing they do not know you are coming. The key to solo PvP with 

frigates is to train your navigation and afterburner skills as high as 

possible then work on making sure you have the fire power to take 

out larger ships. 

Larger ships with have trouble targeting and hitting a small fast 

moving ship knowing this a skilled pilot in a frigate can actually take 

out a much higher levelled player in there bigger ship. 
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Frigates Strengths: 

 Solo PvP – By setting up your frigate for speed you will be 

making yourself a very hard target to hit for any large ships and 

providing you have the damage dealing abilities to down the 

larger ships you should be able to win a lot of PvP battles.  

 Frigates can be setup for electronics and damage dealing. 

 Group PvP – Having a small group of frigates which are all set 

up correctly can be a lethal group and have the potential to 

destroy some of the strongest battleships. 

 Cheap to buy and set up 

 

Frigates Weaknesses: 

 The main weakness of frigates is the fact that they are not very 

well armoured and will only take a few hits of damage from a 

larger ship. Even some of the best frigate setups will not be 

able to tank much damage so the idea is not to get hit by 

making sure you are capable of flying at speed. Due to frigates 

being so cheap losing them is no big loss and can be easy 

replaced with very little ISK 
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Destroyers 
 

 

Interdictor – Fly Catcher 

Destroyers are one of the most underrated ships in Eve Online and 

this is because a lot of people never took the time to learn how to fly 

them correctly, If you set up a destroyer correctly it can be effective 

for taking out frigates, cruisers and even tech II interceptors if you 

know what you are doing which by the end of this guide you will. 

Destroyers can also be very effective in a group providing you have 

high level engineering and electronic skills and this is just simply to 

meet the CPU and power grid requirements. 

Destroyers Strengths: 

 Solo PvP – Due to the fact that destroyers have a lot of slots 

that can effectively deal and take damage while also using 

warfare modules, with all this to offer this makes them a nice 

step up from frigates with a heavier price tag. 

 Tank damage well for their price and size 

 Group PvP – Destroyers in a group can be effective as support 

ships or as damage dealers. Destroyers are normally used in 

gate camping and other ambush situations. 
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Destroyers Weaknesses: 

 Destroyers have nowhere near the speed capabilities of frigates 

for this reason they need to be set up to tank as much damage 

as possible, this can be very difficult if you end up fighting a 

larger ship. Other thing to note is that destroyers are not as 

strong at tanking as cruisers so you will have problems when 

fighting with skilled pilots in larger ships. 

Cruisers 
 

 

Caldari Blackbird 

Cruisers are great because of how versatile they are and can be 

setup for just about any kind of PvP in Eve although not as 

specialized as they tech II counterparts. They are also cheap 

compared to many tech II ships and due to how versatile they are 

they make up the majority of any large fleets. 

 

Cruisers Strengths: 
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 Solo PvP – With their versatility cruisers make excellent solo 

PvP ships and can take on ships of all sizes when they are set up 

correctly.  

 For how useful they are I consider them cheap and most 

players that have been in game a while can afford to lose a few 

of them. 

 Group PvP – Cruisers are great for groups since they can fit into 

every single role that will be required for most activities this 

includes damage dealing, supporting other ships, tackling or 

even just as bait the cruiser will be effective. 

Cruisers Weaknesses: 

 The main weakness with cruisers which may come to you as a 

surprise is their shields and armour which are nowhere near as 

strong as a battle cruiser for example but you can make up for 

this in speed and electronics if you have high level skills. 

Battle Cruisers 
 

 

Minmatar Cyclone 
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When players start to move on from cruisers they normally jump 

straight into battle cruisers this is because it has a large quantity of 

slots which makes it very useful not only as a solo vessel but also as a 

group PvP vessel. 

Battle Cruiser Strengths: 

 Solo PvP – In solo PvP the battle cruiser can be effective 

against ships of its own class and smaller. Smaller faster ships 

can normally be disabled and killed quickly by a battle cruiser. 

 Has the ability to disable and take down many other ships 

 Group PvP – Battle cruisers are just like normal cruisers with 

the ability to fit into just about any role needed in group PvP, 

they are great for damage dealing and disabling other ships. 

 

 

Battle Cruiser Weaknesses: 

 The one big weakness with battle cruisers is their speed and 

their signature radius, not only are they a fair amount slower 

than normal cruisers and smaller ships but they have a larger 

signature radius making them easy to lock on to and hit. The 

best way to compensate for this is to use some electronic 

warfare modules such as ECMS. 
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Gallente Megathron 

Of all the tech I ships the battleship is the most common used for 

group PvP, solo PvP and general defensive PvP.  This is due to its 

huge size which allow it to tank many small foes and when set up 

correctly it can be very effective at many damage dealing methods. 

Battleships are strong opponents for any tech I or tech II ship when 

used correctly this ship can take down many foes regardless of size. 

 

 

Battleships Strengths: 

 Solo PvP – With the right mix of weapons and modules a 

battleship can be one of the most effective solo PvP options. 

Once you have the right mix you will be able to tank disable 

and take down many other ships. 

 Group PvP – The only area in group PvP where the battleship 

will not be useful is tackling, this is because it is much too slow 

to tackle most ships. Other than that the battleships once again 

will do just about any job you can fit them to do this includes 

sniping, disabling, tanking and of course damage dealing. 
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Battleships Weaknesses: 

 Battleships share the same weakness as a lot of larger ships in 

Eve and that is there speed not only this but the weapons that 

a battleship can fit will not be very effective against smaller 

ships. You can help this by fitting tracking modules, by using 

drones or by fitting a mix of different weapons to deal with 

ships of all sizes. 

 

Advanced Ship Classes – Tech II, Faction and Capital Ships 
 

Ok now we are going to move onto the real Eve PvP ships which are 

tech II, faction and capitol ships. Basic ships still work very well in PvP 

when they are set up correctly so do not worry too much about 

getting into one of these ships in record time since you will still be 

able to cause damage in a basic ship. 

Although eventually getting into one of these types of ships will help 

take your game even further. 

Faction Ships 
 

Before we go onto talking about ships that you will most likely end 

up using let’s talk about a ship class that you could use. Faction ships 

can be an excellent ship to use between the basic ships and the tech 

II ships. You will find that there are faction ships that full into all 

different hull sizes and normally have a lower skill requirement for 

you to use them. 

This means that faction ships can be a great step for you to take 

whilst training for a tech II ship, There is only one problem with this 
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and that is that faction ships are expensive and hard to get. In Eve 

Online there is only two ways to obtain a faction ship and that is by 

buying one which is difficult since they are very expensive or by 

doing enough faction missions to gain enough loyalty points to get 

one which takes a lot of time. 

 

Due to the nature of faction ships being very hard to obtain we are 

not going to go into them in much detail, They are worth mentioning 

since they can be very useful when you are training for a higher skill 

level ship. On the other hand if you do obtain one sometimes it 

better to sell it and buy two good tech II ships with your ISK. 

Tech II Ships 
 

When you first get into the tech II ships you will soon realise how 

much fun you can have with them, since you can kit them out for 

very specialized roles and these roles can range from recon to full 

out assault ships which are meant to kill other ships extremely 

quickly. It does not matter which role you end up taking on with tech 

II ships and specialized equipment skills you will quickly be able to 

become a PvP master. 

The main difference between tech I and tech II ships is tactics with 

tech I ships your main tactics was simply just find and take down 

your targets but with tech II ships you can plan your approach and 

take on very specialized roles to effectively eliminate your foes. 
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Covert Ops (Frigate Hull Class) 
 

The covert ops vessel is a frigate sized ship and is specialized in 

getting behind enemy lines undetected it can mount cloaking devices 

and is able to get special bonuses from these items. In PvP these 

covert ships have many uses normally scouting and recon however 

this ships are also used more and more in solo PvP because of the 

new stealth bomber addition which is opening up many new roles. 

Covert ships are fragile and stealth is their greatest strength. 

 

Electronic Attack Ships (Frigate Hull Class) 
 

This is another frigate sized vessel which specializes in disabling 

enemy ships; these vessels get special bonuses from electronic 

warfare modules. In group PvP these types of ships are incredibly 

valuable since they can get in quick and disable enemy ships before 

they have the time to respond. In solo PvP these types of ships can 

take on other frigates and destroyers and sometimes even cruisers 

and battle cruisers. 

 

Assault Ships (Frigate Hull Class) 
 

Assaults ships are once again frigate sized ships and are meant for 

damage dealing. They get bonuses in damage dealing and in damage 
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resistances. As a solo PvP ship they cannot be beat this is because 

they have extra shields which make them stronger than any other 

frigate class vessel and with their advanced weaponry they can take 

down many enemies very quickly. 

 

 

Interceptors (Frigate Hull Class) 
 

The interceptor is one of the most versatile tech II frigates using 

speed and a small signature radius as its weapons. In groups the 

interceptors can work as scouts or damage dealers and in solo PvP 

can be very effective against bigger ships such as cruisers and battle 

cruisers. The only real problem with these ships is how fragile they 

can be but on the other hand they are very fun ships to play in 

because of their speed and ability to take on large ships. 

Interdictors (Destroyer Hull Class) 
 

The Interdictor is a destroyer class vessel designed to deploy warp 

bubbles, in group PvP the interdictor will find work as? Yeah you 

guessed it an interdictor and in solo PvP it can be effective against 

frigates, cruisers and other destroyers. Once again this can be a fun 

class to play and you will always be able to find groups needing your 

services. 
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Heavy Assault Ships (Cruiser Hull Class) 
 

The heavy assault ship is a cruiser class vessel and is made for 

assault; these vessels are perfect for hit and run operations due to 

their mix of firepower and speed which makes them very effective in 

this role. 

The versatility of the cruiser hull and the special damage bonuses 

that these ships get make them a good choice for many types of PvP. 

 

 

Heavy Interdictor (Cruiser Hull Class) 
 

The heavy interdictor is a cruiser class warp bubble deployer which 

combines the effectiveness of a heavy assault ship with the tactics of 

an interdictor. You will find that these ships can be effective in solo 

and group PvP. 

Make sure to take care when flying these ships as when you activate 

the warp bubble it slows the speed of the ship making you an easy 

target for large ships. 

Logistics Cruisers (Cruiser Hull Class) 
 

Logistics cruisers are made for group PvP support and are excellent 

at supporting roles such as tracking links, shield transporters and 

many other support type modules. 
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Logistics ships are only meant for group PvP and are really poor at 

any form of solo PvP make sure you choose some form of assault 

ship for solo PvP. 

Recon Ships (Cruiser Hull Class) 
 

Recon ships are cruisers focused on reconnaissance and these ships 

come in two different types one being force recon which gets 

bonuses for cloaking and electronic warfare and the other is combat 

recon which gets bonuses for firepower. 

With the two different types of ships these recon ships can be useful 

in many different types of PvP and learning to fly one will bring some 

variety to your Eve career 

 

Command Ships (Battle cruiser Hull Class) 
 

The command ship is a battle cruiser meant to work as a support ship 

and they also come in two different types once being the field 

command ship and the other being the fleet command ship. 

These types of ships are very useful in group PvP since they get 

bonuses from warfare links. With the battle cruiser size hull they can 

also hold their own in many solo PvP battles. 
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Marauders (Battleship Hull Class) 
 

This new class of battleship is intended as a battle only class of ship, 

they feature less hard points than a normally battleship but get a 

100% damage bonus which makes them very effective damage 

dealers and leaves the other high slots open for other types of 

modules. 

The marauders can be very effective in solo PvP due to their good 

damage dealing abilities. Also these ships can be useful in group PvP 

for sniping and of course damage dealing. 

 

Black Ops (Battleship Hull Class) 
 

Black ops ships are the new battleship sized covert operations ships 

and are capable of cloaking, using jump drives and are the only ships 

able to detect vessels that use covert cynosural field generators. 

This class of battleship is actually weaker than its counterparts 

however with the special bonuses it obtains it can be the perfect 

ambush ship for solo and group PvP. 

Capital Ships 

 

The last type of ships that we are going to cover is the capital ships. 

These massive ships are normally corporation owned but they can be 
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player owned too, if you want to fly one of these massive vessels 

then you better start training. 

The skills and ISK required to own and run a capital ship make them 

less common in Eve Online as player owned vessels, However if you 

do manage to save enough ISK to get one they can be very effective 

in battles. 

All capital ships are really meant for large group battles. Mother 

ships and titans in fact are so big that they cannot even dock in 

stations. 

Dreadnoughts 
 

The dreadnought is the smallest capital ships but may in fact be one 

of the most useful, Dreadnoughts are normally used in siege or war 

with other corporations. 

The dreadnought is capable of mounting huge capital turrets and 

bays and can deal out huge amounts of damage to enemy ships they 

also have a special siege mode which makes them very effective 

against stations and large enemy ships but renders them unable to 

move. 

Dreadnoughts can use jump drives to get around but are normally 

very slow and require fleet support 

 

Carriers 
 

A carrier is one step below a mother ship and is capable of deploying 

special frigate sized drones; it can also carry a small amount of player 
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ships and work as a support vessel in battle. Carriers have maintence 

bays and a corporate hanger. 

Their specialized link modules, shield and armour transfers and their 

fighter drone capabilities make them a real asset to have in battle 

once again these huge ships can use jump drives to get around but 

are still extremely slow 

 

Mother ships 
 

These massive ships are the second largest in the game and have the 

same abilities of the carriers just on a larger scale. The mother ship 

will require fleet support in battle but can deal massive damage to 

enemy ships. 

Other things that set the mother ship apart from the carriers is that 

they have a cloning bay for the rebirth of fallen pilots, an item 

hanger bay and a much larger maintence bay and hanger 

Titans 
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Caldari Titan – Leviathan 

The Titan is the biggest ship in Eve and is really more of a station 

than a ship. These massive ships have all the capabilities of the 

mother ships and are the only ship in the game that are capable of 

opening jump portals for allied players to jump though. 

With the extreme cost of the titan it is really used in PvP although it 

can make a useful support vessel when the battle is close to home. 

The titan is also the only ship capable of using a doomsday device 

which can be used to take out large groups of opponents even entire 

fleets at once. 

So far we have talked about characters, skills, attributes and ships 

and know you should be about ready for setting up for battle, if you 

are new to Eve then you may want to read on further just to get a 

better idea of what you might want to do.  

Setting Up Correctly For PvP 
 

So you now have a character, a training plan and a ship and are 

basically ready to go however I think you will agree that even the 

best ship will be useless without any weapons. 

In this part of the guide we are going to talk about setting up your 

ship for PvP and to start we are going to look at equipment in 

general, then we will get into the ideas about setups for PvP. 

Before we get started let’s talk more about signature radius and 

damage resistances, this has been left until now because the 

equipment you choose does affect both factors and almost as much 

as your ship selection does. 
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Signature Radius 
 

A signature radius refers to the size of the size of the signal that can 

be detected by other ships and having a general understanding in 

this area will help you equip certain ships. 

Remember that each ship, module you equip and even the cargo in 

your hold can affect your signature radius. With a larger signature 

radius it will be a lot easier for other ships to lock onto you, also it 

makes it easier for their weapons to track and hit you for more 

damage depending on the size of your signature radius. 

You will find for some ships the signature radius is not always a 

concern a battleship for example generally has a large signature 

radius so you do not have to be overly concerned when equipping 

your ship. 

 

On the other hand ships like interceptors and covert ops have 

signature radius as one of their strengths, so when you equip a ship 

like this weapons and modules need to be considered, after all you 

do not want to lose a expensive interceptor because you did 

something silly and equipped an armour plate that triples your 

signature radius and eventually makes you a easy target and kill.  

 

Shield and Armour Resistances 
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The next area where you will need a general understanding is shield 

and armour resistances. Once again this will not always affect how 

you kit your ship since it is hard to always know what sort of damage 

you are going to need to tank against, but on the other hand when 

you do know what you need to tank against knowing this can help 

you build a more effective defence against it. 

Let’s start with damage type, there are four types of damage in Eve 

Online these are: 

 Kinetic Damage 

 EM Damage 

 Thermal Damage 

 Explosive Damage 

Each ship in Eve has different resistances to each of these 4 types of 

damage. For example the minmatar frigate, the Rifter, has the 

following armour resistances: 

 70% EM 

 10% Explosive 

 25% Kinetic 

 35% Thermal 

So for a general PvP setup you would aim to balance out your 

armour resistances on the other hand if you know that you was going 

to be fighting a ammar pilot and he was flying a punisher then I 

would change my setup to tank against EM and thermal damage 

since that is what I would expect from ammar lasers. Also in this type 

of fight I would ensure that my weapons dealt EM damage since the 

punisher has 0% resistances to EM. 

As I mentioned earlier this will not always be a consideration when 

you are equipping for PvP but when it is it can mean all the 
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difference between win and lose. It is an important factor for any Eve 

player to understand since in any case where you know what type of 

damage you are going to take even in PVE you can equip your ship to 

survive better. 

Equipment for PvP 
 

Having the right setup will make all the difference in your PvP 

adventures, There are many things to be considered when getting 

ready for PvP everything from sensors to ammo must be covered and 

if you are new to Eve and not familiar with all the specific PvP items 

them this can seem quite confusing. 

Lucky for you it does not have to be, We are going to cover all the 

equipment you will need and then later on we will give you the best 

setups for specific ships with that said let’s move on and get started 

with looking at your weapons. 

 

Covering each one in detail in one guide would be nearly impossible 

so we will look at the broader categories and what you will need 

them for in PvP. We will also give you tips on item selection and if 

you do need a resource for every item then you should try either the 

Eve Item Database or EVE-DB.com. 

 

Weapons and Ammo 
 

It goes without saying the weapons you choose will affect how good 

you are in battle. As you already know there are four types of 

weapons in Eve: 

http://wiki.eveonline.com/wiki/Item_Database
http://www.eve-db.com/
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 Projectile 

 Lasers 

 Hybrid Weapons 

 Missiles 

There is also the much newer bomb launchers. 

As a general rule you should stick with one or two types of weaponry 

and train to further your skills in those areas, you will find that Eve is 

fairly balanced and you can become effective with any type of 

weapon but your best bet is to train and stick with what your race 

excels at. 

Beyond the basic concepts there are some considerations in 

weapons selection. 

 

 

 

 Optimal Range – This is the range at which you will do the most 

damage. This is affected by different types of ammo and you 

will find that different types of ammo will give you bonuses or 

penalties to your optimal range sometimes up to as much as 

50%. 

 Falloff Range – The distance past optimal range, this is where 

you will start to lose accuracy. For example if optimal range is 

20kms and falloff range is 5kms at 25kms you will start to lose 

50% accuracy and at 30kms you will miss every shot. 

 Damage Multiplier – This is the number that represents the 

base multiplier for damage calculation. Your skills and ammo 

damage will allow you to calculate how much damage you will 
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do to your enemy. For example if the base multiplier is 3.75 

and you are using thorium ammo which has 5 kinetic and 4 

thermal then you could aspect to do 18.75 kinetic and 15 

thermal damage, please note that this is with a perfect shot 

also this is affected by your skills and the accuracy of your shot. 

 Rate Of Fire – This one is quite obvious; it’s how often your 

weapons will fire which is listed in seconds. 

 Activation Cost – This is how much capacitor is needed to 

activate a certain weapon, You will find that this is greatly 

affected by skills and sometimes by ship bonuses (Ammar) 

 Tracking Speed – The rate at which a weapon can track a target 

which is measured in radians per second basically the faster a 

turret is the better you will be able to hit fast moving targets. 

 Signature Resolution – This is the weapons ability to see your 

target, if the number is larger than the targets signature radius 

then you will have a hard time hitting the target. In this case 

you will need tracking computers and target painters to 

compensate. 

When choosing your weapons it is very important to try and balance 

all of the factors above with you intended target. So if you are flying 

a cruiser for example and you intend to go after interceptor’s then 

using the largest cruiser weaponry is not always better. This is 

because these larger weapons will have trouble tracking the small 

and fast interceptors and even with a bigger damage multiplier you 

will most likely end up doing less damage to your target. 

Tracking of your weapons is also affected by the angular velocity and 

transversal velocity of your ship. The ideas behind this are really 

quite extensive. A good guide for looking at this can be found on the 

Eve Site. 

http://wiki.eveonline.com/wiki/Guides
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It is fairly important for you to understand velocities and how it 

affects your tracking. If you hop into a bigger ship and are not hitting 

the same as before first look at your weapons then make sure you 

check your velocities since they can make a large difference. 

Ammo selection is also very important here you need to factor both 

the range bonuses and damage types for each given situation. 

For example if you 650MM artillery cannon I on your cruiser and the 

optimal range was 16kms. If you loaded it with fusion M ammo you 

would get a 25% range bonus effectively making your range 20kms. 

We also know that this ammo does 16 explosive and 4 kinetic 

damage. Since you would want your ship to be ready for any 

situation I would likely add another type of ammo with a similar 

range bonus that does a different type of damage. 

 

 

Ok now you should know a little more about weapons in Eve let’s 

talk about weapon selection and skills. 

The Basic Rules for PvP: 

 Choose the weapons that you have the most skills in and the 

ones that are race specific since each race gets special bonuses 

for certain weapon types. This 5% per level bonus can make a 

huge difference between win and lose. 

 Make sure you train for that type of weapon to the highest 

level you can. 

 Train the skills that help you become more effective with that 

weapon in general for example rapid firing, sharpshooter, 

motion prediction etc. 
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 As you progress makes sure you train for weapon specialization 

and weapon upgrades. 

 Try to fit the best weapons you can as you progress so tech I 

when you start out, named weapons when you can and 

eventually tech II weapons as you get better. 

 Make sure you consider all the factors of the weapon before 

you fit it and do not just go for the ones that you think will do 

the most damage. 

Important Modules 
 

Now we will discuss module selection you may not know but this is a 

huge part of PvP in Eve and if you get it right you can be very 

successful, having a good understanding of what each module will do 

for you is important. 

 Warp Jammers stop your target from warping away while they 

are under fire. The factors you need to consider here are 

optimal range and scramble strength. 

 Target Painters make sure targets easier to hit, they help by 

giving you a bonus to signature resolution. This basically means 

that you can hit a target that you could not before. 

 Remote Sensor Dampers take away your enemies abilities to 

target and track you, making you harder to hit. 

 ECM modules give you a burst which breaks your enemies 

tracking and target lock of you. 

 ECCMs work the other way around, they give you a boost to 

counter the affect of ECM allowing you to hit a target that has 

used an ECM. 
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 Webifiers slow your target by a percentage, you will find that 

these are very important when you fly large ships and need to 

slow down smaller sized ships. 

 Tracking Disrupters disrupt your enemies weapons making 

them receive penalties to range and tracking speed, they can 

also be set up to run on scripts which makes them more 

effective. 

 

 

 

 Sensor Backup Arrays increase your sensors and make you 

more resistant to jamming. 

 Sensor Boosters allow you to target faster and give you a bonus 

to targeting range. 

 Energy Vampires allow you to take energy from your 

opponents and add it to your own capacitor. 

 Energy Destabilizers take away a portion of your opponent’s 

capacitor, In this case you will not get the boost acquired from 

the vampire but the destabilizer is more effective. 

 Cloaking Devices hide your ship from the view of other ships; 

this is an important module for scouting, recon or adding 

surprise to an attack. 

 Shield Transporter allow you to supplement allied ships 

 Remote Armour Repairer this module allows for the repair of 

allied ships armour. 

 Remote Sensor Boosters Boost the sensors on a allied ship to 

help them resist jamming 
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 Projected ECCM makes your allies more effective by boosting 

their sensors. 

 Gang Assist Modules allow for bonuses to the whole fleet when 

you are in fleet mode, you will find that there are different 

modules with different purposes. 

 Remote Hull Repairs allow you to repair an allied ship’s hull. 

 Energy Transfer Array gives an allied ship more capacitor to 

help them in battle. 

 Signal Amplifiers augment your tracking range and time. 

 Scanners allow you to see what another ship is carrying. 

 Afterburners give you a boost in speed. 

 

 MWD gives you a large boost in speed but also a large increase 

to your signature radius 

 Propulsion Upgrades help to increase manoeuvrability and also 

help you resist warp jamming, webifying etc. 

 Engineering Modules – There are a variety of modules designed 

to help you get more power from your power grid and give 

your capacitor a boost. 

 Electronic Modules are necessary for CPU upgrades. 

 Smart bombs are weapons however they are weapons with 

mostly a defence purpose. Smart bombs can be very effective 

in taking out drones or damaging an enemy if they get in close 

themselves. 

 Drones once again go under weapons but with the large 

amount of different types of drones in Eve they fit better here. 

Some players use drones as their main offensive but a lot of 

players also use drones in a support role for jamming or 
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repairing for example. Drones will most likely become a large 

part of your PvP play 

 Scanners are important for finding other ships and are vital if 

you plan to play as a pirate, you can use scanners on board 

your ship or use deployable scanners. 

Now you should have a basic understanding of PvP modules and 

should have a good idea on how you are going to want to setup your 

ship. Now we are going to talk about defence and rigs then we will 

cover briefly on how to setup your ship. 

 

Defensive Equipment 
 

Defence is another very important part of PvP in any mmorpg 

including Eve. We have covered some modules that will help you 

defend yourself against jamming and webbing now we will look at 

how you can strengthen yourself enough to take some hits without 

getting podded. 

In Eve you may already know that there are 3 types of ship damage 

and obviously there is 3 ways to tank against those different 

damages. There are also 3 damage types which resistances can be 

built and two different ways to tank a ship. I know what you are 

thinking and that is “what the hell did I just say!” right now it may 

seem a bit confusing but it will hopefully all become clear in a few 

moments. 

We have shield damage, armour damage and hull damage, In Eve 

you can choose to build a defence in any of these 3 areas and all 3 

can be effective in building a solid defence. You should choose one 

area to train skills for resistances most often you will find people 
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tanking with their shields or armour but you can also learn to tank 

with your hull if you train the correct skills. 

There are two types of tank generally in Eve these are an active tank 

and a passive tank. 

Active tanking makes use of repair modules and ideally you want to 

be able to repair your ship as fast as it is getting damaged. The main 

disadvantage with active tanking is that it takes more power to run 

and requires capacitor power to run. 

 

 

The passive tank makes use of modules like shield extenders or 

armour hardeners and with this style of defence you simple make it 

so that you have more shields, armour or hull points. Although it has 

no capacitor usage the disadvantage with this kind of tank is its 

inability to repair. 

With each type of tanking you can also build resistances to each type 

of damage, Now in general PvP you are going to want to balance out 

your efforts in boosting your resistances but on the off chance that 

you know what type of damage you need to tank against you will 

want to concentrate your efforts on one or two types of damage. 

The goal in building a good defence is simply you must find the right 

mix of modules to keep you alive longer than your opponent. 

If that’s all that is required to accomplish this then a tech I shield 

boost is great but often you will find yourself trying to balance your 

grid and CPU requirements and you may find that usually the best 

defence is a mix of passive and active modules.  
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Ship Modifications 
 

Rig slots are fairly new to Eve and are a great way to increase your 

effectiveness in many areas of PvP in Eve. Rig slots allow for a 

permanent modification to your ship and give bonuses in many 

specific areas. 

Rig slots are permanent so using them wisely is a must. You can 

increase your defensive abilities, your offensive abilities and many 

other areas. Please remember that when you fit these modules in 

your ship they are there to stay so choose them and fit them where 

you really them. Most modules also have adverse affects in other 

areas of your ship. You can see a complete list of the rig modules at 

the Eve Database 

Decisions in Module Selection 
 

When it comes to choosing the right setup you really need to look at 

your purpose and what you plan to do. Is your intention to go gate 

camping? And attack unsuspecting passersby or do you just want to 

setup to defend your corporation members whilst they mine in low 

sec space? Your intended purpose should allow you to easily decide 

what modules you are going to have to use. 

Offensive setups focus more on surprise, damage dealing and 

keeping your target in place. The defensive setup focuses on resisting 

attacks, building up damage defences and enabling you to get out 

alive. 

Below are some basic and PvP roles that you will be setting up for in 

Eve Online: 

http://wiki.eveonline.com/wiki/Item_Database
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Defence – A basic defensive setup is exactly what is says – A setup 

that allows you to defend against attack. The focus of your modules 

here should be on jamming resistance, warp core stabilization and 

shield or armour tanking. 

Damage Dealer – The damage dealer is focused on dealing out 

damage when the target is stopped and with that in mind it goes 

without saying that the focus of the setup here should be on dealing 

as much damage as possible. Sensor boosters, tracking computers 

and advanced weaponry are the damage dealer’s main tools. When 

you are playing a damage dealer you should give little fought to 

protection. 

Tackler – The tackler’s job is to get in fast and stop the target from 

escaping. Jammers, webifiers, scramblers and speed are very 

important to this setup. You may also want to equip the tackler as 

best a tank as you can so you can take some damage before the 

support arrives. 

Support Ship – In the support role your job is to keep your 

teammates or corporation members alive, so the focus here is link 

modules or gang assist modules. 

Electronic Warfare – The job of the electronics expert is to take away 

the enemies ability to defend themselves and any methods they may 

have to defend against an attack. ECM’s, tracking disrupters, energy 

disrupters, jammers and webifiers are important to this setup. 

 Covert Ops – Covert ops are scouts and their job is to get in close to 

the enemy and report back to the team information that may be 

helpful for the battle ahead, Cloaking is very important to the scout 

as well and in most group battles the scout doubles as an electronics 
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expert. In solo PvP obviously you will need to add to your scout’s 

setup making it more offensive and defensive. 

Interdictor – When you take on the role of an interdictor your main 

purpose is to rip enemies out of warp, specialized skills in warp 

bubble deployment and deployable items are important here. 

Secondary modules would depend on the setting of the battle 

whenever it is group or solo. 

Sniper – The snipers role is just like you would expect, sit back and 

take out the enemy from a distance. The primary focus here is long 

ranged weapons and ammo, Secondary would be beefing up your 

defence for the ships that get in close. 

 

 

Ideas for Solo PvP Setups 
 

Now you know about the main roles in PvP let’s talk more about solo 

PvP. It is always a different situation when you are fighting without 

support and it should always effective your setup. The solo PvPer 

must take on every role and not just focus on one. Of course you can 

make your setup more offensive, defensive or electronically but you 

need to have the setup cover everything.  

Basically when you setup for solo PvP you need to be able to tackle, 

defend and have the firepower to actually kill your enemy. Knowing 

this you need to select your weapons and modules carefully as if you 

are lacking in one factor it may not be enough to ensure victory. 
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Ideas for Group PvP Setups 
 

Group PvP is where the fun really begins in Eve, in group PvP you can 

go out with a range of different setups and achieve just about 

anything. When setting up to go out in a group for PvP you need to 

consider all of the roles in PvP, the size of your group and your 

intended targets. The most important thing is that you cover all the 

roles without your group so you can handle just about any situation. 

If your intention is defensive then make sure you don’t go 

completely defensive and make sure you still have a tackler and a 

damage dealer so you can still effectively engage and kill your 

enemies. 

On the other hand if you have a large group and your plan to go on 

the hunt then making sure you have a scout, a tackler and an 

electronics expert to make the group more effective. 

Communication and planning is very important in group PvP, you will 

find that the group that’s plans before they attack will be ten times 

more effective than a group that doesn’t.  
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Conclusion 

Due to Eve online being such a vast game there are many good 

tactics or setups that work, Becoming a Elite Eve PvPer is mainly 

about what you know. 

Once you have the knowledge of how everything in the game works 

you will find yourself in a much better position to dominate in PvP, 

Please remember it is not always who has the biggest ship or the 

biggest guns. Although having a bigger ship and weaponry help a lot 

it does not make you invincible. 

Now that I have gone over all aspects of the game’s PvP system you 

should now have the knowledge to be able to choose the right ship 

for the right fight also how that ship should be setup.   

Unless it’s blind luck the winner of most Eve battles is the most 

prepared, sometimes you cannot always know who you are going to 

be fighting but the times that you do know make sure you take your 

opponents race and ship into consideration, setup to counter this 

offensive. 

 

 


